
FGTeeV Fall 2021 Product Descriptions 

Based on the wildly popular FGTeeV & FV Family YouTube channels, Bonkers Toys is premiering  Season 3 of the hot toy 

line from the FUNnel Fam. The FGTeeV family’s energy and enthusiasm is truly contagious!  Video games and original 

characters come to life as Duddy and the kids perform silly skits and entertain with custom music videos. The toy line is 

based on the FGTeeV family including Duddy, the kids, and their cast of animated characters including FUNnel Boy, 

Derpy Bacon, Gurkey Turkey, and many more featured in their animated series. Their family of YouTube channels have 

more than 31 million subscribers and 28+ billion views to date ensuring that Season 3 of the FGTeeV toy line from 

Bonkers Toys will continue to be a huge hit in boys’ action. 

Click here to view images 

FGTeeV – B.E.A.T.S. 

Join the party with the brand new B.E.A.T.S. surprise 
box from the wildly popular FGTeeV YouTube 
channel.  This exciting new boombox style playset 
features 6 hit songs from the FGTeeV YouTube 
channels and contains exclusive collectible figures, a 
removable DJ booth, and a working microphone to 
sing along! With popular hits like “Ape Chase”, “I’m a 
Gurkey Turkey”, and “Granny’s Blueberry Pie Got 
Flies”, this new set is the ultimate item for the biggest 
FGTeeV fans! 

• Based on the wildly popular FGTeeV & FV
Family YouTube channels with over 28 billion
views to date

• Plays 6 original songs from the FGTeeV
Youtube Channel including Ape Chase, I’m a
Gurkey Turkey, and Granny’s Blueberry Pie
Got Flies

• B.E.A.T.S. included the boombox case with
music, 2 mini figures, DJ booth, and working
microphone to sing along

MSRP $59.99 | Ages 6+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KmGc3LYBgplQ4Ren8DzZS0qvaONH7OCc?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KmGc3LYBgplQ4Ren8DzZS0qvaONH7OCc?usp=sharing
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FGTeeV – Chef Duddy Dinner 

He’s a gamer, YouTuber, musician, and now he’s even 
a chef! Duddy from FGTeeV has cooked up an all-new 
toy for his follwers to collect. The Chef Duddy FGTeeV 
Dinner contains food themed versions of fan-favorite 
FTGeeV collectible toys, including Gurkey Turkey 
gravy putty, and exclusive Micro Stax figures like Chef 
Duddy, Barista Lexi, and Funnel Cake Boy. Stack them 
high with the rest of the Micro Stax line of figures to 
create some crazy characters! 

• Based on the wildly popular FGTeeV & FV
Family YouTube channels with over 28 billion
views to date

• The Chef Duddy FGTeeV Dinner is filled with
surprises including Gurkey Turkey Gravy Putty,
and 4 food-themed Micro Stax figures

• 12 figures in the assortment, including Chef
Duddy, Barista Lexi, and Funnel Cake Boy.

MSRP $19.99 | Ages 6+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eb3_xt0FvoLhitItDl07hr297MNqLf7T?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1eb3_xt0FvoLhitItDl07hr297MNqLf7T?usp=sharing
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FGTeeV – Psycho Pig Party Pack 

She’s coming for you she’s a Psycho Pig! Psycho Pig is 
on the loose, and now is the chance to party with her! 
Based on the FGTeeV hit Psycho Pig music video, this 
set plays the original Psycho Pig song and comes with 
6 collectible pig themed mini figures based on each of 
the FV family members. It also includes wearable pig 
gear so fans can dress up just like their favorite funny 
villain. 

• Based on the wildly popular FGTeeV & FV
Family YouTube channels with over 28 billion
views to date

• The pig face case doubles as storage and plays
the Psycho Pig song

• The set includes 6 themed mini figures based
on the FGTeeV family, wearable pig nose, pig
ear headband, and clip on pig tail

MSRP $39.99 | Ages 6+ 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IpI2e5I5-YjaLbW7AZToxA2MVP4yHW4M?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IpI2e5I5-YjaLbW7AZToxA2MVP4yHW4M?usp=sharing

